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ABSTRACT

The Uppsala model is the result of an intellectual journey where economic-type assumptions were purged and replaced by behavioral, network relationship, dynamic capabilities, effectuation, entrepreneurship and institutional theories, theories which seemed to explain better, the internationalization process in the current business environment. This conceptual paper illustrates how the Uppsala model evolved showing adaptions it went through and discuss whether the Uppsala model is contingent enough to explain the rise of EMNEs, a phenomenon that at first, puzzled international business scholars and questioned the validity of well-established stream of thoughts in the international business community.

On the behavior side, the Uppsala model is the most widely adopted approach among other stage models (Reid and Rosson, 1987) for comparisons of stage modals see Andersen (1993) and Bell (1995). On the economic side, the eclectic paradigm is the preeminent theoretical paradigm within International Business (Cantwell, Dunning, & Lundan, 2010). Seeking to move away from the eclectic paradigm Vahlne and Johanson (2013) created an alternative model to the eclectic paradigm built on assumptions that according to them are realistic, relevant and based on theories and empirical researches that can explain control and coordination of the firm. So, in order to eliminate neoclassical assumptions and move focus from structure of production to change process in business relationship and entrepreneurship the multinational enterprises (MNEs) was named multinational business enterprises (MBEs).

The purpose of this paper is to understand whether after all this intellectual journey and
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Uppsala model also known as stage model is a milestone in the field of international business study as it breaks the hegemony of neoclassical assumptions that dominated the area. Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975) observed that Swedish companies internationalized as they were still comparatively small and that their operations abroad were gradually developed instead of large and spectacular foreign investments as postulated by textbooks of international business theories. Based, at first on the behavioral theory of the firm (Cyert e March, 1963; Aharoni, 1966) and Penrose (1959) theory of the growth of the firm and later on the network perspective adding elements from dynamic capabilities, effectuation and institutional approach the Uppsala model is characterized by an intellectual journey of detoxification from economics-type assumptions (Vahlne and Johanson, 2014). The Uppsala model inaugurated a behavioral approach in the field of international business.
reflection regarding the internationalization process the Uppsala model is contingent enough to explain the rise of emerging market multinational enterprises (EMNEs). The rise of EMNEs challenged mainstream theories and a fruitful debated regarding the need of new theories arose. Aharoni (2014) argue that international business theories reflect a reality, and if this reality changes the theory has to adapt in order to not become obsolete. According to him the international business theory did not predict the rise of EMNEs, hence, he concludes that an international business scholar has to develop a dynamic contingency theory of international business.

Application of the Uppsala model to EMNEs are rare (Meyer & Thajiongrak, 2013), however, evidences from Ho-Fu Lau (1992), Zafarullan et al (1998), Elango and Pattnaik (2007, 2011) and Drauz (2012) show that knowledge, gradual learning and network relationship that are core assumptions of the Uppsala model are an important asset to explain the rise of EMNEs. Hence, this conceptual paper seeks to recover and analyses these critical perspectives present in the specialized literature regarding the Uppsala model capability to explain the rise of EMNEs. This conceptual paper does not intend to finish the debate with conclusive answers, its core intention aims at shedding light to lose ends of the Uppsala model and its apparent inability to explain the rise of EMNEs as identified by some international business researchers. In addition, this conceptual paper contributes in organizing the intellectual journey taken by the conceptualizers of the Uppsala model since its seminal work in 1977 until its last publication in 2014, though the core structure of the model remains the same, variables were removed and added through this journey in order to answer critics and adapt the theory to an ever-changing world.

Through its development trajectory the Uppsala model denies the eclectic paradigm and is challenged by the rise of EMNEs. This scientific battle finds supports in the work of Kuhn (1970) and Lakatos (1979). What is needed to become a paradigm? Does the addition of variables claimed alter the core theoretical assumptions? Adapt or die: are present paradigms doomed to die due to rapid changes in the contemporary world? To reflect about these questions, the thought of Kuhn (1970) regarding the bases of paradigm has supported the debate. Similarly, Lákatos (1979) provide reflections regarding competitions between research programs.

This paper is organized in 3 sections. The first part presents the foundations and drives of the Uppsala model. Section two presents the rise of EMNEs and empirical studies that used the Uppsala Model targeting companies form emerging economies. Finally, a conclusion, future research questions and limitations are presented.

2. THE UPSALA MODEL AND ITS CONTINGENT TRAJECTORY.

Earlier on, the study of international business was a subject studied by international economists that dominated the field, and, therefore, the first attempts to develop a theory of international business were heavily framed by neoclassical assumptions (Rugman, Verbeke, & Nguyen, 2011) and Western experiences of mature and large companies (Ramamurti, 2012). However, Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975) from the Uppsala University studied four Swedish companies – Sandvik, Atlas Copco, Facit and Volvo – and found empirical evidences that those firms started their international operation when they were comparatively small and followed a gradual development of their operations abroad rather than large, spectacular foreign investments. Hence, based on the behavioral theory of the firm (Cyert e March, 1963; Aharoni, 1966) and Penrose (1959) theory of the growth of the firm Johanson and Vahline (1977) created the Uppsala model. The model assumes that the motivation to internationalize rises after domestic expansion to develop new markets and opportunities abroad. The process of internationalization is done cautiously in order to avoid uncertainties, gather knowledge and resources needed, therefore, four incremental stepwise extensions called establishment chain is proposed: (1) no regular export activities (2) export via independent representativeness (agent) (3) sales subsidiary (4) production – manufacturing. The psychic distance between home and host country is an important asset as it can prevent or disturb the flow of information between the supplier and customer (Hörnell, Vahlne, & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1972), it can also affect learning and understanding of a foreign environment (Nordstrom & Vahlne, 1994) and be the source of uncertainties as a result of cultural differences (O Gray & Lane, 1996).

The world changed since the first release of the Uppsala model in 1977. Global competition and the development of new technologies made companies internationalize faster than before (Johanson &

However, as networks and networks relationships were a common point in many researchers (Oviatt and McDougall, 1994; Bell, 1995; Coviello and Munro, 1997; Chetty and Blankenburg Holm, 2000) and as there were still evidences that the old behavioral models of internationalization and its concepts were still accurate, and showed that experiential knowledge become an important concept in internationalization (Kogut & Singh, 1988; Erramilli, 1991; Chang, 1995; Barkema, Bell, & Pennings, 1996; Eriksson, Johanson, Majkgard, & Sharma, 1998; Delios & Beamish, 2000 Luo & Peng, 1999) Johanson and Vahlne (2003) decided to integrate the two approaches creating a network-based model of internationalization.

The network-based model of internationalization is not an adaption of the previous one, it brings some remarkable changes. Johanson and Vahlne (2009) rejected the assumption that country market economic, institutional and cultural differences are obstacles to foreign entry markets, hence, the psychic distance as a source of uncertainty and the established chain become less relevant. The main source of uncertainty is regarding the liability of outsidership (Johanson & Vahlne, 2009). Companies that do not belong to a relevant network are outsiders and suffers from the liability of outsidership and foreignness, it is assumed that foreignness is an obstacle in the process of becoming an insider and to the process of internationalization. Therefore, interactions among companies in the insidership of relevant networks are an essential asset for learning, build mutual trust and reciprocal knowledge and commitment that are preconditions for internationalization (Ford, 1979, 2002; Johanson & Vahlne, 2009, 1990 Vahlne; Vahlne & Johanson, 2002).

Another important aspect argued by Johanson & Vahlne (2009) is that the “effectuation process” developed by Sarasvathy (2001) is fully consist with the network-based model of internationalization. This happens due to similarities such as incremental development and high degree of uncertainty faced by both the entrepreneur when launching a new business and the internationalization process that is based in the entrepreneur’s existing network (Johanson & Vahlne 2003). Thus, in the network-based model the entrepreneurship has a major role in the process of internationalization.

Vahlne and Johanson (2013) then conclude that the Uppsala model has to be very general in nature and be able to welcome different theories within the International Business study such as location, mode operation and strategic change in order to be an alternative to the eclectic paradigm and as the MBE develops its own “individual personality” (Vahlne & Johanson, 2013) or “institutionally related advantages” (Dunning & Lundan, 2008) the contextual aspects cannot be forgotten. In a later paper reflecting about their intellectual growth and maturity Vahlne and Johanson (2014) argue that their research is a gradual denial and substitution of neoclassical assumptions with ones derived from the behavioral and network theory which they have strongly relied to build and develop the Uppsala model - now finally called a theory. The new version of the model is interested in how the multinational business enterprise continue to evolve, therefore, consistent with the question suggested by Peng, Wang, & Jiang (2008, p. 931) “what determines the success or failure of firms around the globe? Though the model includes performance (Vahlne and Johanson, 2014) it is focused more on “trying” rather than “succeeding” as argued by Winter (2012). The term multinational business enterprise (MBE) is used in the same conditions as already mentioned. Table 1 the Uppsala intellectual journey.

The next thought regarding the Uppsala model was released in 2017 (Figure 1). Vahlne and Johanson (2017) present “a general model of the evolution of the multinational business enterprise (MBE) from early steps abroad to being a global firm” (p. 1087). Capability-creation process is included in the model as it is the reason of internationalization, efficient governance and economies of scale.

The structure and general content of the model still the same as the original model developed in 1977: state and change variables. Change variables are highly important as it is where action takes place. Knowledge development process, that is, learning,
Tab. 1
Changes in the Uppsala Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Motivation to Internationalization after domestic expansion (2) Internationalization Process is done cautiously to avoid: uncertainty, acquire knowledge and resources (3) The established chain is followed: no regular export activities; export via independent agent; sales subsidiary; production manufacturing (4) Commitment increases as the company advances in the established due to market experience and information (5) Psychic Distance is considered in the first international Business movement</td>
<td>(1) Psychic Distance become irrelevant as country market economic, institutional and cultural differences are rejected (2) The main source of uncertainty is due to the liability of outsidership (out of an important network) (3) Liability of foreignness is an obstacle in the process of internationalization (4) Interactions with insiders (members of a network) provides learning, trust, trustship, reciprocal knowledge and commitment that are key feature of internationalization (5) Effectuation process is consistent with the network model (6) Entrepreneurship plays an important role in the process of internationalization (7) The internationalization process can be done in three ways: business with a company overseas; an intermediary firm overseas can trigger the process and a partner pulls up a company overseas</td>
<td>(1) Prosperous firms get operational and dynamic capability advantages (2) Companies are boundedly rational and network dependence is a key role to internationalize (3) The environment is considered, trust, cost and profitability is considered (4) TCE is not able to judge managerial experiences (5) Limited number of actors in the market dealing with heterogeneous and products and services (6) Companies adjust to each other to improve efficiency (7) Markets are networks of interconnected relationships (8) Insiderness is a source of resources important to the internationalization process (9) Market network develops from the interaction between market and actors (10) Market is in constant change (11) MNE is considered a network itself (12) Value is created through build, development and coordination of business network relationship</td>
<td>(1) The Uppsala Model is a gradual substitution of economics-type assumptions with ones derived from the behavioral theory (2) The Uppsala model is an alternative to transaction-cost economics (3) The entrepreneur itself can be a source of firm specific advantage (4) The MBE is understood as a network of semi independent units (5) The Uppsala Model is compatible with the &quot;next big IB question&quot;: What determines the success or failure of firms around the globe? (6) The model concentrates on trying rather than succeeding (7) Companies compete with each other and with networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: made by the authors

Creating, and trust-building, are occurring continuously, thereby changing the state variables. An example is that learning assumes that an existing capability can be improved upon, at least if the learning affects the resource commitment process, which means in turn that the state of the firm’s reservoir of capability is being altered (p.1092) Vahlne and Johanson (2017) add that a decision to reconfigure resources affects not only capabilities, but also the actual resource positions of both the firm and any network partner, and subsequently performance. At the same time, a new resource position may be a reflection of reduced commitment, or of de-commitment, such as reducing diversification, leaving a market, and discontinuing a relationship. A changed capability and resource position will in turn affect further knowledge development and decision making or resource allocation. (1092).

Hence, Vahlne and Johanson (2017) no longer consider the mode of operation (established chain) in a foreigner market to be a valid measure of the degree of commitment.
capabilities and relationships change, and the performance level are gained new knowledge is developed through learning, creating and trust building. This new knowledge is converted into commitment process to reconfigure resources and to coordinate action. The latter argues that the knowledge development process of learning, creating and trust-building is done either inter- or intra-organizational process and that is because the firm is understood as a network itself (Johanson and Vahlne, 2009).

Capability (operational and dynamic) and commitment-performance are state variables and are the result and effect of change variable. Capabilities reflects the ability to use resources for a particular purpose. Operational capability refers to firm specific advantage (FSA) – implicitly included in earlier versions of the Uppsala model - such as privileged access to raw materials, brand, technology advantages associated with multinationality itself such as superior governance systems and the management skills to operate an internal, multinational network. Dynamic capability, on the other hand, is an ability to “integrate, build and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing environments” (Teece, 2014: 16). This capability is built inside of the firm through repetition and cannot be bought. Commitments illustrates how resources are dispersed over the MNE’s functions, its product lines, the countries where it is active and the relationships in which it has invested. Performance, on the other hand, refers to what has already been achieved. According to Vahlne and Johanson (2017) both connotations are present simultaneously and both connotations determine the scope and content of the knowledge development process.

3. THE RISE OF THE EMERGING MARKET MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES (EMNES)

Change of ideology and political environmental in the late 1970s and early 1980s provided the right elements to the rise of the Emergent Market Multinational Enterprise (EMNEs). Nowadays, developing economies lead the FDI global flow and reached its highest level at $681 billion with a 2 per cent rise and nine of the 20 largest investor countries were from developing or transition economies (UNCTAD, 2015). The raise of EMNE brought some questions: were the mainstream theories wrong? EMNEs have competitive advantage? If so, what are they? How different is the internationalization process of these firm? Does ownership matter and, if so, how (Aharoni, 2014, p.15). Ramamurti (2012) reflected on why developing economies facing technological and economic backwardness are able to produce MNEs at al. as poor countries, it is more reasonable to think that those countries are more prone to import capital rather than export it. However, Ramamurti (2009a, 2009) argues that international business scholars have been deceived by traditional assumptions of what produces multinationals and that they are not able to see that EMNEs do have advantages that are different from multinationals of developed countries. According to Williamson (2015) this non-traditional advantages are already acknowledged in the literature. Williamson and Zeng (2009) highlights the ability EMNEs have to innovate in cost. Prahalad (2006) discussion economic opportunities at the bottom of the pyramid argue that EMNEs efficiently create demand for non-traditional segments of society. Morck, Yueng and Zhao (2008) and Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc (2008) argue that at home EMNEs operate in an environment with weak institutions and lack of unfractured, the ability to deal with such environment give them an advantage compared to traditional multinationals when internationalizing to similar environment, as the latter, is used to work in a business environment with strong institutions and good infrastructure. For Williamson (2015) EMNEs have to compete in the global market on three interrelated potential sources of competitive advantage: innovation, international value chain configuration and foreign mergers and acquisitions. For innovation it was found little evidence that EMNEs have reached the technological frontier, however, there are evidences showing that they build capability to innovate. In the value chain configuration (VCC) EMNEs choose different strategies. For example, Brazilian companies internationalize downstream operations in order to improve the international market to Brazilian products. Regarding merge and acquisition the study argue that this movement was primarily have access to resources and knowledge but also to enhance its competitive advantage and speed up its internationalization process.

Therefore, the rise of EMNEs triggered a debate regarding the capability of main stream theories explain this phenomenon. Aharoni (2014) argue that international business theories cannot be universal as
in exact sciences, they represent a certain reality, in case the phenomenon observed changes the theory has also to change and be adapted. He continues saying that in a world that is constantly changing theories that were once strong and robust can become obsolete. Cuervo-Cazurra (2012) organize this debate as being: hot (a new theory is required), cold (no need for a new theory) or just right (existing theories can be extended).

In the hot debate Mathews (2006) advocates the need of a new theory as the main stream theories were developed in advanced economies. On the cold side Dunning, Kim and Park (2008) and Rugman (2010) argue that this phenomenon can be explained with existing theories. For the former the apparent differences in the internationalization trajectory can be explained by improvements of operations since 1960s and that globalization has sped up this process, the latter argues that the firm and country specific advantage explain the rise of EMNEs, moreover, Casson (2015) state that Rugman rejected theoretical pluralism as many international business theories were weak and confused. Yet according to Casson (2016) for Rugman the internalization theory was the holy grail in the international business. On the just right side Ramamurti (2009) argues that even though, the environmental characteristics influences the path of internationalization, it is not enough to refute all predictions of existing theories. For example, Cuervo-Cazurra (2008) studied EMNEs from Latin America (Multilatinas) and suggests that the Uppsala Model needs further extension as the business environment context of Multilatinas is different from those of developing regions. In a latter study Cuervo-Cazurra (2012) offers two potential theoretical extensions to the Uppsala model from the analysis of EMNEs: (1) “separate psychic distance from market attractiveness in the selection of countries (2) Managers have levels of risk aversion influenced by home country that affect country selection and entry mode selection” (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2012, p. 159).

Despite the on-going debate, attempts to convincily explain the rise of EMNEs and the critics the Uppsala model have faced, there is still an urgent need for more empirical studies in order to provide a better picture of the elements surrounding this phenomenon. According to Meyer and Thajjongrak (2013) the application of the Uppsala model to EMNEs are rare. Luo and Zhang (2016) corroborates with this trend, in a qualitative content analysis, 166 articles from 11 mainstream international business and management journals published during 1990-2014 were systematic reviewed to uncover what is known regarding EMNEs, it was found that only 8 articles adopted the Uppsala model. According to them the institutional theory, resource-based view, the eclectic paradigm, springboard perspective and organizational learning are the most five used paradigms to study the rise of EMNEs. However, the Uppsala model has not been the most used paradigm it envelopes institutional theory and organizational learning showing its generality and contingent characteristic

3.1 Random Empirical Studies of EMNEs and the Uppsala Model.
The studies shown below were sourced from the literature and from random search that popped in. It has no intention to be any kind of literature review nor to end the debate but to be examples of how the Uppsala model is being applied to EMNEs. Elango and Pattnaik (2007), studied 794 companies from India to understand how these EMNEs build capabilities to operate in international markets, they found that the Uppsala model and network models on internationalization are able to explain how EMNEs build capabilities for international operations. In another study Elango and Pattnaik (2011) looked into a sample of 175 acquisitions by Indian companies during 2000-2006 and founded evidence that support the spring board perspective (Luo and Tung, 2007) which state that acquisitions are strategically used to minimize risk, optimize their ability to learn and build capability. Elango and Pattnaik (2011) also argue that the core promise of the Uppsala model of learning is valid, however two adaptions are needed. First, the development of knowledge in an incremental manner is not an option for EMNEs due their current competitive necessities. Second, the argument of moving according to the psychic distance is reasonable for advanced countries. It is not clear whether leaning acquired from other EMNEs can be transferred to advanced nations or even be effectively used in local market to compete with international rivals. Investigating small-scale enterprises from Pakistan – an emerging economy – Zafarullah et al., (1998) found little support for the stage model, although, the network perspective found to be relevant in all aspects of internationalization. Table 2 illustrates the application of the Uppsala model theory to EMNEs. Drauz (2012) studied the factors and the process of internationalization of 12 Chinese automobile
manufactures. Even though some of the companies were aligned with the assumption of the Uppsala model, the stage process, and the network perspective jointly, the study concluded that the internationalization of Chinese automobile companies cannot be explained by one theoretical model alone. Ho-Fu Lau (1992) studying the internationalization process of garment manufactures in Hong Kong, found that their process of internationalization differed from those of North America and Western Europe as they were foreign market-oriented at birth due to local market size. Nevertheless, the Hong Kong garment manufacturers showed also a process of incremental commitment driven by the psychological distance and only when knowledge is accumulated far markets are considered. In the case of Brazilian companies, (da Rocha & da Silva, 2009) argue that they do not develop the establishment chain due to their low level of export intensity (Markwald, 2001). Therefore, Brazilian companies have little or any interest to commit with their sales abroad (Iglesias & Motta Veiga, 2002), an argument corroborated by (Veron-Wortzel, Wortzel, & Deng, 1988), companies are content in reaching the third stage (export via sales subsidiary) as the next step requires capabilities they do not possess. In this case Brazilian companies do not feel the model due to lack of development of the established chain or disruptions at certain point.

4. DISCUSSION AND FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The development of the Uppsala model is an intellectual journey of a gradual replacement of economics-type assumptions in a clear dispute of competitive research programs (Lakatos, 1979), to assumption of behavioral, network, dynamic capacities, “effectuation” and institutional approaches, that in order to change focus from structure of production to change process in business relations and entrepreneurship replaced the anachronism MNE to MBE. Kuhn (1970) argues that a new paradigm is the result of a revolution, science in
this sense is not a process of knowledge accumulation of the old paradigm. Science evolves when anomalies are found in an instrument or theory that is used to explain a phenomenon. The Uppsala model itself is an anomaly. It found that Sweden companies behavior differently from USA large companies when internationalizing and asserted that neo-economic assumptions where too vague. These empirical observations triggered a new school of international business that influenced researchers all over the world. The intriguing question now is whether the rise of EMNEs represents an anomaly or is just a new puzzle to be solved by international business researchers. Hence, this conceptual paper attempts to understand, how this intellectual journey can contribute to explain the rise of the EMNEs. A shown above the application of the Uppsala model to EMNEs are rare (Meyer & Thajjongrak, 2013), however, a closer look at table 2, can provide some fruitful thoughts.

Elango and Pattnaik (2007, 2011) argue that the Uppsala model and network models fully explain how EMNEs build up capabilities to initiate their internationalization process but are not able to explain the acquisition process. What insights these two studies from the same authors with different results provide? Given that the Uppsala model and network models are better to explain building capability and the springboard perspective to explain acquisitions, do EMNEs need a new, hybrid theory? Is the Uppsala model contingent and broad enough to envelope the rise of EMNEs? Is the framework for analyzing the role of foreign acquisitions in the internationalization process offered by Andersson et al., (1997) robust enough? Do EMNEs from other regions follow the same pattern? Certainly, more studies are need in this direction. da Rocha and da Silva (2009) argue that the EMNEs do not follow the establishment chain, however to be fair, Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975) argue that the establishment chain is not always expected to occur following the four stages, that’s because not all markets are large enough and firm with extensive experience can leapfrog stages (p. 307), hence, this critic is not valid and should be reviewed.

However, an important empirical evidence found from the studies analyzed on table 2 is that knowledge, gradual experiential, learning and network relationship that are core premises of the Uppsala model seem to be an important asset to explain the rise of EMNE. Here is the point where this research deviates from others. To the best of our knowledge, no other study has illustrated that from a sample of studies analyzing EMNEs the core assumptions of the Uppsala Model would be important assets in their internationalization process. Hence, we ask: Is the Uppsala model able to explain the rise of the EMNEs? As the core assumptions of the Uppsala model are important to the internationalization process of EMNEs this conceptual paper suggests that the Uppsala model is strong, solid and a contingent theory able and robust enough to solve the puzzle of the EMNEs, now labelled as emerging market multinational business enterprise (EMMME) to illustrate that multinationals from emerging economies are aligned with the core premises of the Uppsala model. One last comment, Vahline and Johanson (2013) argue that the apparatus of the Uppsala model is sufficient general to be used in managerial process that are characterized by uncertainty, ambiguity and complexity, such acquisition (Andersson, Johanson, & Vahline, 1997) globalization (Vahline, Ivarsson, & Johanson, 2011) Headquarter management (Vahline, Schweizer, & Johanson, 2012) and coordination of networks (Vahline & Johanson, 2013). If the model is so general, why would it be unable to explain the rise of EMNEs and then be considered a contingent theory?

The limitation of this conceptual paper is the limited number of studies analyzed applying the Uppsala Model to EMNEs. Future empirical research is needed in this direction to corroborate with conclusions derived from the available literature. The paradigm dispute between mainstream theories and the new growing trend such as the spring board perspective to explain the rise of EMNEs also need attention as it helps leveraging our understanding and is an opportunity to see science unfolding and being enhanced before our eye.
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O modelo Uppsala é o resultado de uma jornada intelectual em que suposições econômicas foram expurgadas e substituídas por relações comportamentais, de rede, capacidades dinâmicas, efetivação, teorias empreendedoras e institucionais, teorias que pareciam explicar melhor, o processo de internacionalização no atual ambiente de negócios. Este artigo conceitual ilustra como o modelo de Uppsala evoluiu, mostrando as adaptações pelas quais passou e discute se o modelo de Uppsala é contingente o suficiente para explicar o surgimento de EMNEs, um fenômeno que inicialmente intrigou os especialistas em negócios internacionais e questionou a validade de fluxos bem estabelecidos de pensamentos na comunidade empresarial internacional.
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